Purpose: Trophinin-associated protein (TROAP) is a cytoplasmic protein that plays a significant role in the processes of embryo transplantation and microtubule regulation. However, the relevant survival analysis and cancer progression analysis have not yet been reported. Methods: Eighteen matched pairs of tumor and adjacent non-tumor samples were evaluated to detect the TROAP mRNA level. Immunohistochemistry (IHC) was used to evaluate the TROAP expression in 108 hepatocellular carcinoma patients who underwent surgical resection. Meanwhile, data from the TCGA database was statistically evaluated. Results: In the present study, we detected a significant increase in the TROAP mRNA level in tumor tissues when compared with adjacent non-tumor tissues. Moreover, the upregulation of TROAP was associated with increased serum AFP and GGT; the greater the tumor number was, the larger the tumor size, differentiation grade, and cancer embolus in clinical analysis. In HCC patients, elevated TROAP expression in the primary tumor was positively related to clinical severity, such as poor overall survival and disease-free survival. In addition, both univariate and multivariate survival analysis validated that TROAP expression was a promising independent risk factor for overall survival and disease-free survival in HCC patients. Furthermore, the results derived from the analysis of data from the TCGA database were consistent with previous results. Altogether, our results show that TROAP is a novel crucial regulator of HCC progression and is a potential therapeutic biomarker for HCC patients. Conclusions: Elevated TROAP expression predicted a poor prognosis, and TROAP may serve as a potential biomarker for application in oncotherapy.
Introduction
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of the most common primary malignancies of cancer, and the third leading cause of cancer-related mortality worldwide. In Asia, half of patients come from China, and hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection is the main etiologic factor for HCC [1] [2] [3] . It is well known that the Ivyspring International Publisher prognosis of HCC remains poor due to its rapid development and metastasis [4] [5] [6] . Although there are many methods apply to treat it, such as surgical resection and orthotopic liver transplantation [7] , a large number of patients still miss the opportunity to carry out curative resection as they present with an early tumor stage. Therefore, the key to treating HCC and achieving good outcomes is early detection and diagnosis.
Currently, serum alpha-fetoprotein (AFP), imaging technologies, and histology are three predominant methods for HCC screening [8] . However, only using AFP assay without typical AFP concentration has low sensitivity and specificity in patients. Imaging technologies can only diagnose tumors effectively when the diameter is greater than 1 cm. Diagnostic histology depends on tissue biopsy, and it can largely improve the risk of the implantation metastasis [9] [10] [11] . Thus, it is urgent to find a valuable biomarker to monitor tumor progress and recurrence.
Trophinin-associated protein (TROAP, named TASTIN as well), a cytoplasmic protein composed of 778 amino acid residues, is proline-rich and contains src homology three domains [12] . Human TROAP is encoded by the TROAP gene, which maps to chromosome 12q13.12 and encodes an 83 kDa protein [12] [13] [14] [15] . TROAP is involved with bystin and trophinin in a cell adhesion molecule, and the trophinin-cell-adhesion molecule complex mediates an initial attachment of the blastocyst to uterine epithelial cells [13, 14, 16] . Notably, it is strongly expressed in cells and is also involved in embryo implantation and early placental development in humans [17] [18] [19] . Some reports demonstrated that TROAP expression enhances malignancy and promotes tumor development in breast cancer, colorectal cancer, ovarian adenocarcinomas, bladder urothelial carcinoma and other cancers. Moreover, TROAP has played a crucial role in HCC progression [20] [21] [22] . Nevertheless, how TROAP is involved in HCC recurrence and metastasis remains unclear.
Currently, the exploration of more effective targets is needed to better improve HCC patients' chances of survival. In this study, we aimed to document the clinical significance of TROAP expression and reveal the potential biomarkers of poor prognosis in HCC patients to identify a novel therapeutic target for HCC patients.
Materials and methods

Patients and specimens
Our study cohort was composed of 108 formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded human HCC tissues and corresponding non-cancerous tissues from patients with hepatocellular carcinoma who had undergone surgical resection between 2010 and 2016; the mean age was 49.5, and the study included 98 men and 10 women. The patients were followed up until December 2016. No patients had received other treatments such as chemotherapy, radiotherapy, or immunotherapy before the surgical resection. The available clinical data, such as gender, age, tumor number, tumor size, hepatitis B virus antigen, serum AFP, vascular invasion, liver cirrhosis, differentiation grade, and cancer embolus, were recorded for further analysis.
The clinicopathological patient characteristics are summarized in Table 1 .
Eighteen matched human HCC tissues and adjacent non-cancerous tissues were collected by quantitative real-time PCR analysis, and these samples were obtained from patients with HCC during May and July in 2016. Tissues were stored immediately in liquid nitrogen after surgical resection for the following analysis.
Time to recurrence (TTR) or disease-free survival (DFS) was calculated as the time between surgery and the detected recurrence, including detecting the abnormalities of tumor markers. Overall survival (OS) was defined as the interval from death or the last observation point.
All of our studies obtained approval from the research ethics committee at Sun Yat-Sen University Cancer Center.
Real-time quantitative PCR analysis
The expression level of the gene was determined by RT-PCR. The total mRNA of liver tumor tissues was isolated using Trizol reagent (Invitrogen, CA, USA). The internal control in our study used to measure the TROAP expression level was GAPDH. The relative expression levels of the target genes were estimated by two power values of ΔCt (the Ct of GAPDH minus the Ct of the target gene), and the experiments were repeated three times [23] . The PCR primer sequences were used in our research as follows:
TROAP, forward, 5'-TAAGGTCACTGGAGGGT TCTGG-3', TROAP, reverse, 5'-CCTCTACTTCCTGTCTCA ACAGC-3', GAPDH, forward, 5'-GTCTCCTCTGACTTCAA CAGCG-3', GAPDH, reverse, 5'-ACCACCCTGTTGCTGTA GCCAA-3'.
Immunohistochemistry
TROAP expression in HCC tissues and matched adjacent non-cancerous tissues was evaluated by immunohistochemistry. We cut paraffin-embedded tissue samples into 4-5-um sections, which were deparaffinized and boiled in 0.1 M citrate buffer (PH6.0) for 20 minutes to retrieve the antigen. Endogenous peroxidases were inactivated with 3% hydrogen peroxide for 10 minutes. Then, the primary antibody TROAP (HPA044102, dilution 1:100, Sigma, USA) was incubated at 4℃ overnight. Sections were washed with phosphate buffered saline and incubated with biotinylated secondary antibody for 30 minutes at room temperature. Next, 3, 3'-diaminobenzidine was applied for 5 minutes. Slides were counterstained with light hematoxylin, dehydrated, and cover-slipped.
We graded the level of TROAP by evaluating the staining intensity and percentage of cells stained. According to the staining intensity, we classified TROAP protein staining into four levels: absent expression, weak expression, moderate expression and strong expression; the score was labeled 0, 1, 2, and 3, respectively. In addition, we determined the percentage of positive tumor cell staining with a score of 0-100. The weighted score for each case was calculated by multiplying the score of staining intensity and the percentage of positive tumor cell staining. In principle, the weighted scores ranged from 0 (0% of cells staining) to 3 (100 × 3/100). Furthermore, we characterized a score of ≤0.80 as "low expression of TROAP" (n=51) and a score of >0.80 as "high expression of TROAP" (n=57). IHC assessments were carried by two experienced pathologists in a double-blind manner. The IHC pictures were captured with an Olympus BX41 microscope (Olympus Optical, Japan) at 100 magnifications and 200 magnifications.
The cancer genome atlas (TCGA) data analysis
Publicly available human HCC datasets from TCGA were analyzed. The mRNA expression profiles downloaded from the TCGA portal (https://cancergenome.nih.gov/) included 48 normal and 367 tissue samples.
Statistical analysis
All data in this study were evaluated with SPSS 21.0 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, USA) and carried out using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad software). All data are shown as the mean±standard deviation. The results of real-time quantitative PCR were determined using Student's t-test. Survival analysis was demonstrated using the Kaplan-Meier method and log-rank tests. The relevance between TROAP expression and clinicopathological parameters was assessed by the chi-square test. A Cox proportional hazards regression model was constructed to evaluate, and p<0.05 was considered to indicate statistically significant differences.
Results
TROAP is up-regulated in HCC tissues
The possible role of TROAP in hepatocellular carcinomas was determined using real-time quantitative PCR assay to investigate the gene expression in 18 pairs of tumor tissues and adjacent non-cancerous tissues. Compared to the expression of TROAP in adjacent non-cancerous tissues, TROAP was highly expressed in liver cancer tissues ( Figure  1A ), 13 of 18 tissues were detected that TROAP was up-regulated ( Figure 1C ). Based on real-time quantitative PCR, the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were used to estimate the value of TROAP mRNA expression, yielding an area under the curve (AUC) of 0.711 ( Figure 1D ). Similar results from the TCGA analysis supported that conclusion. The expression of TROAP was significantly upregulated in 48 pairs of tumor tissues ( Figure 1B ), yielding area under the curve (AUC) of 0.965 ( Figure 1E ), n=415.
High expression of TROAP is associated with aggressive clinicopathological parameters in HCC patients
As increased TROAP mRNA expression in tumor tissues has been proven, it is necessary to elucidate the clinical relevance of TROAP expression. To further determine whether the higher expression of TROAP was associated with poor progression in HCC patients after undergoing surgical resection, 108 specimens were analyzed by immunohistochemistry essay. As shown in Figure 2 , TROAP expression was mainly located in the cytoplasm, and 47% (51 of 108) of HCC patients stained for low TROAP expression, and the remaining 53% (57 of 108) of HCC patients stained for high TROAP expression. The clinical characteristics of these patients are shown in Table 1 . Interestingly, five clinicopathological parameters are relevant to high TROAP expression, including serum AFP level, tumor size, tumor number, differentiation grade, and cancer embolus.
We also analyzed the AFP, GGT, CA50, CA19-9 and CEA levels of the two groups (the TROAP positive group and the TROAP negative group), and serum AFP (13090 ± 4021) and GGT (97.27 ± 13.69) were higher in the TROAP-positive group. In contrast, AFP (3146 ± 1750) and GGT (58.33 ± 5.568) were expressed less in the TROAP-negative group ( Figure  3A) Figures 3C, D, E) .
Interestingly, the expression of TROAP and the serum AFP showed a positive correlation (p=0.0018, R=0.2971; Figure 3F ).
Up-regulation of the TROAP protein is associated with poor prognosis in HCC patients
To further explore the relationship between TROAP expression and survival, we evaluated overall survival and disease-free survival with Kaplan-Meier survival analysis. Obviously, the results displayed that patients with a high TROAP expression had a shorter mean time to survival than patients with a low TROAP expression ( Figure 4A, B) . In comparing low TROAP expression versus high TROAP expression, we note that the rates of OS and DFS, respectively, were 98.04% vs. 73.69% and 61.76% vs. 30.05% at three years, 92.07% vs. 64.40% and 50.18% vs. 27.32% at five years by analyzing the entire study population in our cohort ( Figure 4C) . The results also confirmed in TCGA data ( Figure 4D, E) . The data are reported as number. P-value were obtained from the chi-square test.
We found that only 12 of 51(23.53%) patients died in the low TROAP expression group (mean: 2083± 41.51 days), while 34 of 57 (59.65%) patients with high TROAP expression died (mean: 1403 ±99.01 days), (Figure 5A, C) . Similarly, among 51 patients, only 30 (58.82%) had recurrence with low TROAP expression, while 46 of 57 (80.70%) patients had recurrence with high TROAP expression ( Figure 5B ). The mean time of recurrence after undergoing surgery in the low and high TROAP expression groups were 1386 ± 126.0 days and 593.6 ± 102.8 days, respectively ( Figure 5D ). Data derived from the TCGA database showed similar results ( Figure 5E, F) . Moreover, the TROAP expression is relevant to the T stage and overall stage, but there was no significant relevance between TROAP expression and N or M stage ( Figure  6 ).
This demonstrated that the high expression of TROAP is associated with a high risk of recurrence and death, while low expression of TROAP is associated with a significantly longer overall survival time and disease-free survival time. The high expression of TROAP can result in poor survival in HCC patients.
TROAP plays an independent prognostic role in liver cancer
To investigate whether TROAP is an independent factor in liver cancer in the entire study population, univariate and multivariate Cox analysis was conducted using SPSS version 21, Table 2 presents the results. The univariate analysis showed that there are five factors such as age, tumor size, tumor number and lymph node metastasis. TROAP expression was a poor prognostic factor for OS in liver cancer patients. According to multivariate analysis, these three factors such as age, tumor number, and TROAP expression were independent risk markers associated with shorter overall survival. The similar method was used to analyze disease-free survival, age, tumor size, tumor number, lymph node metastasis and TROAP staining, those five factors as independent predictors for prognosis by univariate analysis. Multivariate Cox regression analysis indicated that age, tumor number, and TROAP expression might play an independent role for poor disease-free survival.
Discussion
Hepatocellular carcinoma is one the most malignant tumors worldwide; almost 50 percent of those with this carcinoma are living in China, and HBV infection is the first risk factor [3, 24, 25] . From our data, most of the patients were infected with HBV (98 of 108) as well. Due to the poor prognosis and recurrence, HCC has the 3rd highest mortality rate of all cancers [26, 27] . Numerous biomarkers have been reported in recent years, but there is no effective biomarker for clinical diagnosis [28, 29] . It is urgently necessary to identify a reliable biomarker to monitor the progression of the tumor. TROAP's major function is to maintain the structural and dynamic features of centrosomes during mitosis [15, 16] . In cancer cells, due to the TROAP overexpression to genomic imbalance, normal spindle structure would be disrupted [12] . Studies have shown that TROAP is necessary for trophinin to function as a cell adhesion molecule, which could influence tumor progression [18, 30] . Several studies have proven that TROAP was overexpressed in a series of cancer types and was implicated in cell proliferation and metastasis [21, 22, 31] . Hu et al. [32] has been reported that TROAP may play a negative role in prognosis in breast cancer, head and neck squamous, non-small cell lung carcinoma and other 13 cancer types by bioinformatics method to explore the data from TCGA. They suggested that the growth of cancer cells was inhibited with TROAP downregulation.
Interestingly, Lian et al. [33] implied that TROAP may suppress HCC cellular growth and migration in vitro. They also demonstrated that their data was contradictory to the TCGA data because their HCC sample origins were from HBV-infected patients, so the research mainly explored the relationship between the TROAP and HBV-infected patients. An early event of the HBV-infected patients, HBV DNA can integrate into the host genome, and the host genome will induce instability and eventually insertional mutagenesis directly [34] . Although the primary mechanism of development of HBV-infected HCC patients is unclear yet, various studies have demonstrated that a high rate of chromosomal alterations, p53 inactivation, and overexpression of fetal liver/hepatic progenitor cells genes might be responsible for HBV-related HCCs. However, many factors can cause the HCC initiation and development, including HBV, HCV, alcohol, aflatoxin B1, and other environmental factors. In our data shown above and the data from the Cancer Genome Atlas, HBV-infected patients are not the majority. The opposite results may suggest that the mechanisms of HCC initiation and development between non-HBV-infected and HBV-infected patients have a considerable difference. We suggest the role of TROAP in patients' prognosis after surgical treatment for the first time. We found that the expression of TROAP was highly expressed in HCC tissues than in corresponding adjacent non-tumor tissues. In addition, the high expression of TROAP is highly correlated with a larger tumor size and a higher number of tumors than the low expression of TROAP. Similar results were observed in database analysis. At the same time, comparing the low expression of TROAP, the levels of AFP and GGT in serum were significantly higher, and there was no association with CA19-9, CEA, and CA50. Many papers have reported that the 5-year survival rate ranged from 50% to 70%; however, in this cohort study, the overall survival rate was 78.70% in the entire population. There was a lower rate of overall survival with high TROAP expression at 5 years (50.18%), while the rate of disease-free survival was 42.86% in the entire population and 27.32% in the high TROAP expression group. The greatest challenge in the treatment of HCC is early diagnosis. Although the sensitivity and specificity of AFP remain unsatisfactory, AFP is still the most frequent biomarker to diagnose and evaluate the prognosis of HCC [35, 36] . In our research, the positive correlation between the level of AFP and TROAP protein was tested with the Pearson correlation test. Furthermore, 18 matched pairs of tissues from patients who have undergone surgical resection showed that TROAP was highly expressed in tumor tissues relative to adjacent non-tumorous tissues, to construct a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, the ROC curve in our study suggested that TROAP expression had valid diagnostic value for HCC with the AUC of 0.711, and the statistical power of that result is limited because the sample size was not large enough, and the same value of the AUC of 0.978 with the TCGA data analysis (n=415). Abdel et al. [37] predicted that the co-expression of TROAP and TOPO2A as a biomarker, which is related to anthracycline-based chemotherapy (ATC-CT) in breast cancer. TROAP expression may be a potential biomarker for this type of cancer. However, another limitation existed in our study, and whether the sensitivity and the specificity may enhance the statistical power by analyzing co-expression of the level of the serum AFP and the TROAP level of the liver, further exploration may carry out in the following research.
Using univariate analysis to explore clinicopathological characteristics, age, tumor size, tumor number, lymph node metastasis and TROAP expression, which are five high-risk factors associated with poor prognosis for both overall survival and disease-free survival. In addition, through multivariate analysis, age, tumor number, and TROAP expression these three factors may play a role in independent prognosis.
At the same time, the expression of TROAP is also associated with the differentiation grade of tumors. The function of the gene in the cell cycle [31] and its action as a cell adhesion molecule [38] has been reported, but none of them validated the relationship between differentiation and the protein level. However, the relevant molecular mechanism was not explored in our study in detail. Cheng et al. [39] demonstrated that the basal level change by the methylation of TROAP in HeLa cells and ES cells could promote cell proliferation and anti-apoptosis through NF-kB, TGF-β, and PI3K pathways using large databases and genome-wide high-throughput analysis.
Collectively, our research showed that TROAP was overexpressed in liver cancer patients may indicate a worse prognosis at first. Our study demonstrated an elevated TROAP expression level predicted a poorer prognosis, including an increased serum AFP and GGT level, the larger tumor size, the greater the tumor number, differentiation grade, cancer embolus, and the rate of death and recurrence. In addition, TROAP might be a novel biomarker for diagnosis and potential targets of therapy. Although our research has identified the relationship between the TROAP and patients' prognosis, there are also limitations. First, larger-scale samples are needed to elevate the statistical power and confirm these results.
Second, the detailed molecular mechanism is still unclear, further studies need to be performed.
In summary, we found that TROAP played a significant role in HCC prognosis, and TROAP is a candidate therapeutic biomarker for HCC patients.
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